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Story At-A-Glance

• The World Health Organization 
has become extraordinarily 
conflicted, primarily through its 
funding, and by serving corporate 
masters, it fails miserably at 
promoting global health

• The WHO will form the foundation 
for a one world government, 
under the auspice of coordinating 
and ensuring global biosecurity. 
This becomes evident when you 
review the proposed amendments 
to the 2005 International Health 
Regulations (IHR) and the WHO 
Pandemic Treaty

• The proposed IHR amendments 
will erase the concepts of human 
dignity, human rights and 
fundamental freedoms from the 
equation. The first principle in 
Article 3 of the 2005 IHR states 
that health regulations shall be 
implemented “with full respect 
for the dignity, human rights 
and fundamental freedoms of 
persons.” The amendment strikes 
that sentence

• Instead, international health regulations will be based 
on “principles of equity, inclusivity and coherence” 
only. This means they can force you to undergo 
whatever medical intervention they deem to be in the 
best interest of the collective

• The IHR amendments grant dictatorial powers to 
the WHO director-general and unelected regional 
directors. The WHO’s “recommendations” will 
be legally binding by all member states, and will 
supersede all national and state laws, including the 
U.S. Constitution
What is the World Health Organization, and what is it 

for, really? In the Children’s Health Defense (CHD) video 
(https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/
good-morning-chd/the-weaponization-of-the-who-with-
james-corbett/) Dr. Meryl Nass interviews investigative 
journalist James Corbett of The Corbett Report about 
the weaponization of the WHO. Nass also published a 
Substack with additional background information for this 
episode. (merylnass.substack.com/p/background-to-my-
interview-with-james)

The WHO is actually a specialized agency within the 
United Nations. It was initially established in 1948 to 
“further international cooperation for improved public 
health conditions,” but we can now see that the long-
term goal of the WHO is to serve as a foundation or 
hub for a one world government under the auspices of 
coordinating and ensuring global biosecurity.

This becomes self-evident when you review the 
proposed amendments (apps.who.int/gb/wgihr/pdf_
files/wgihr1/WGIHR_Compilation-en.pdf) to the existing 
International Health Regulations (IHR) and the new 
pandemic treaty, which Nass and Corbett review in the 
featured video.

I also provided details about the treaty in “What 
You Need to Know About the WHO Pandemic Treaty.” 
(https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/the-who-pandemic-
treaty) Below, I will primarily focus on the proposed 

amendments to the International Health Regulations 
(IHR).
Health Regulation Amendments Will Legalize Tyranny

In a December 16, 2022, Substack article, (jamesroguski.
substack.com/p/the-proposed-amendments-to-the-
international) James Roguski also reviewed how a 
temporary crisis (the COVID-19 pandemic) — which, by 
the way, is long since over — is being used by the WHO to 
seize permanent power.
The WHO’s ‘recommendations’ are legally binding by 
all member states, and supersede all national and state 
laws, including the U.S. Constitution.

Here’s a quick overview of some of the most 
dangerous and egregious IHR amendments they intend 
to implement, and what it will mean for you and I. For 
additional details, see the three references listed here: 
(libbyklein.substack.com/p/powering-up-the-who-be-
alert-and) & (jamesroguski.substack.com/p/the-proposed-
amendments-to-the-international) & (merylnass.substack.
com/p/more-on-the-who-power-grab)

Eliminating the concepts of respect for human dignity, 
human rights and fundamental freedoms — The first 
principle in Article 3 of the original IHR states that health 
regulations shall be implemented “with full respect for 
the dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms of 
persons.”

The proposed amendment to this Article will 
strike “with full respect for the dignity, human rights 
and fundamental freedoms of persons.” Now, health 
regulations will be based on “principles of equity, 
inclusivity and coherence” only.

What does that mean? Think “You must wear a mask/
social distance/isolate/get jabbed to protect others,” even 
if you’re not sick, or for whatever reason don’t want to do 
any of those things.

Autonomy over your body will be eliminated. You’ll 
have no right to make personal health decisions. Even 
if you suspect you might die from the intervention, you 
have to comply because it’s all about what’s “best” for the 
collective.

Individuals won’t matter. Human dignity will not be 

taken into consideration. Human rights will not be taken 
into consideration, and neither will the concept that 
human beings have fundamental freedoms that cannot 

be infringed.
Another amendment is that public 

health measures will no longer be 
aimed at achieving “the appropriate 
level of health protection.” Instead, 
the new objective will be to attain 
the “highest achievable level of 
health protection” without any 
consideration of proportionality. It’s 
easy to see how this amendment 
will be used as justification for the 
removal of individual rights and 
freedoms.

Dictatorial powers will be given 
to the director-general of the WHO 
— The director-general will have sole 
power to declare the beginning and 
end of a public health emergency of 
international concern (PHEIC), and 
the sole power to dictate responses 
(including travel restrictions, mask 
mandates, lockdowns, business 
closures and vaccine requirements), 
and the allocation of resources to 
that PHEIC, including funding and 
what drugs are to be manufactured 
and used.

These dictates will override and overrule any and all 
national laws within member states, including the U.S. 
Constitution.

The obligations under the amended IHR are legally 
binding, and any member nation that refuses the director-
general’s recommendations can be punished through a 
variety of mechanisms, including economic sanctions 
and embargoes. Note that the term “recommendation” is 
defined as “legally binding,” which means they’re actually 
dictates, not suggestions.

Dictatorial powers will be given to unelected regional 
directors of the WHO — Similarly, appointed (not elected) 
regional directors will have the power to determine what 
constitutes a public health emergency of regional concern 
(PHERC), and their decisions will also overrule all other 
laws and Constitutional rights.

Eliminating privacy rights — One of the amendments 
(page 25) authorizes the disclosure of private and personal 
data, including genomic data, “where essential for the 
purposes of assessing and managing a public health risk,” 
i.e., contact tracing and related efforts.

Expanding censorship — The WHO will “strengthen 
capacities to … counter misinformation and 
disinformation” at the global level. In other words, 
censorship of information will be expanded. The WHO 
will dictate what “truth” is, and since its decisions are 
legally binding, countries must enforce compliance.

Mandating vaccine passports and digital IDs globally 
— The IHR amendments will also give the WHO the power 
to mandate the use of “health certificates”, (jamesroguski.
substack.com/p/the-proposed-amendments-to-the-
international) i.e., vaccine passports. The vaccine 
passport, in turn, will operate as your digital identification, 
which will be tied to every aspect of your life, including 
your bank accounts and social credit score. (takecontrol.
substack.com/p/wef-social-credit-system)

In short, it will usher in a surveillance and forced 
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compliance system. The G20 also recently declared that 
digital vaccine passports (takecontrol.substack.com/p/
g20-signs-declaration-vaccine-passport) standardized 
by the WHO will be part of international pandemic 
prevention and response moving forward.
The Trail of Corruption

Ever since its founding in 1948, the WHO has been 
infiltrated by industry. (takecontrol.substack.com/p/why-
the-who-is-a-corrupt-unhealthy-organization) From Big 
Tobacco to the nuclear industry and pharmaceuticals, 
industry has historically dictated the WHO’s global 
agenda and continues to do so in the present day, putting 
profits and power ahead of public health. (bitchute.com/
video/kEn3iVabHtao)

In April 2020, then-President Donald Trump suspended 
U.S. funding to the WHO, (cnbc.com/2020/04/14/
trump-calls-for-halt-to-us-funding-for-world-health-
organization-amid-coronavirus-outbreak.html) but then 
directed the U.S. funding for WHO to GAVI, which is a 
Gates controlled charity that likely just sent the funds to 
WHO. President Joe Biden restored U.S. funding once he 
took office. (kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/fact-sheet/the-
u-s-government-and-the-world-health-organization)

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (takecontrol.
substack.com/p/bill-gates-political-power) even before 
Trump pulled funding was still the WHO’s No.1 funder, as 
Gates contributes via multiple avenues, including the Bill 
& Melinda Gates Foundation, the vaccine alliance GAVI, 
the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE), UNICEF 
and Rotary International.

Gates contributes such a large portion — currently 
about $1 billion of the WHO’s $4.84 billion biennial 
budget (kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/fact-sheet/the-u-s-
government-and-the-world-health-organization) — that 
Politico in 2017 wrote a highly-critical article (politico.
eu/article/bill-gates-who-most-powerful-doctor) about his 
undue financial influence over the WHO’s operations, 
which Politico said was causing the agency to spend:

“… a disproportionate amount of its resources on 
projects with the measurable outcomes Gates prefers 
… Some health advocates fear that because the Gates 
Foundation’s money comes from investments in big 
business, it could serve as a Trojan horse for corporate 
interests to undermine WHO’s role in setting standards 
and shaping health policies.”

Indeed, as noted by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. in his book 
Vax-Unvax, (amazon.com/Vax-Unvax-Childrens-Health-
Defense-Kennedy/dp/1510766960) “The sheer magnitude 
of his foundation’s financial contributions has made 
Bill Gates an unofficial — albeit unelected — leader of 
the WHO.” And, in that role, Gates is able to ensure that 
the decisions the WHO makes end up profiting his own 
interests and those of his Big Pharma partners.
A ‘One World’ Health Plan

In October 2022, the WHO announced a new initiative 
called One Health Joint Plan of Action. The plan was 
launched by the Quadripartite, which is made up of:

1. The WHO
2. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 

Nations (FAO)
3. The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP)
4. The World Organization for Animal Health (WOAH)

Beyond the amendments to the IHR, this initiative 
will also expand the WHO’s powers. The One Health Joint 
Plan of Action combines multiple globalist organizations 
and synchronizes their plans, while at the same time 
combining their resources and power to create a 
centralized global superpower.

Decentralized health care and pandemic planning 
make sense, as both medicine and government work 
best when individualized and locally oriented. As it 
stands, however, the opposite global agenda is being 
implemented.

While the Pandemic Treaty and the IHR amendments 
expand and centralize power over human health with 
the WHO, the One Health Joint Plan expands the WHO’s 
power to also address “critical health threats” to animals, 
plants and the environment.

When you add that together with the planned 
elimination of human rights, you can see how the 
One Health Joint Plan can be used to enforce climate 
lockdowns, for example, or travel restrictions to protect 
wildlife or the environment. To learn more about this plan, 
see my previous article, “WHO Assembles Superpowers 
With ‘One Health Plan.” (takecontrol.substack.com/p/
who-one-health-joint-plan-of-action)
Jeremy Farrar Selected To Be WHO’s Chief Scientist

December 13, 2022, the WHO announced that Sir 
Jeremy Farrar, head of the Wellcome Trust, has been chosen 
as its new chief scientist. (twitter.com/helenbranswell/
status/1602619557394501632) The announcement came 
mere days after the publication of Dr. Anthony Fauci’s 

deposition transcript, (ago.mo.gov/docs/default-source/
press-releases/135885afauci112322_full_redacted.
pdf) which showed he and Farrar colluded to suppress 
discussion about SARS-CoV-2 origin.

In an op-ed for I News, columnist Ian Birrell warns that 
with Farrar as chief scientist for the WHO, our chances 
of ever getting to the truth about SARS-CoV-2’s origin 
becomes vanishingly small: (inews.co.uk/opinion/covid-
origin-debate-now-murkier-than-ever-2035901)

“From the start, the world was failed by the World 
Health Organization. This UN body — run by a former 
minister in a repressive Ethiopian regime elected 
with Beijing’s help — praised China for ‘protecting 
the people of the world’ despite the dictatorship 
silencing whistleblowers, declining to share data and 
delaying to warn about human transmission …

It kowtowed to China with its ludicrous probe of 
the origins … Now the body has appointed Sir Jeremy 
Farrar … as next chief scientist. This is a scandalous 
decision given his central role in trying to seemingly 
stifle suggestions that SARS-CoV-2 … might not be a 
natural disease.

Science relies on openness. Yet the more that has 
emerged in emails, freedom of information requests, 
leaks and books exposing Farrar’s actions, the less 
confidence we can have in him holding a world-
leading scientific role for all his undoubted expertise 
and political skills …

There are two issues in the origins debate … The 
first is the core question of the cause … The second 
issue smacks of something darker: a bid to cover up 
any possibility that controversial ‘gain of function’ 
research to boost infectivity — carried out in Wuhan, 
aided by Western funding — might lie behind the 
pandemic …

Gradually, drip by drip, it emerged that Farrar was 
helping lead a group of experts who colluded to crush 
suggestions the virus might be linked to research.

Less than a fortnight after China confirmed 
human transmission, the Wellcome chief hosted 
a teleconference at the behest of the American 
presidential adviser Anthony Fauci. It included … 
several participants who feared COVID might be tied 
to research.

Suddenly their views shifted from fearing the 
virus might be manufactured to dismissing such 
possibilities, despite lack of fresh data or firm evidence 
… [The] WHO is further undermining its credibility by 
handing such an influential post to a man embroiled 
in allegations of tarnishing the integrity of science on 
such an important quest.”

The Evil Genius of Pandemic Planning
At the same time the WHO is working on its power 

grab, Gates and other Great Reset allies are planning 
another pandemic to ensure that transition of power 
takes place. As you may recall, Event 201 was a pandemic 
tabletop exercise that “predicted” exactly what would 
happen during the real-world COVID pandemic that 
began three months later.

October 23, 2022, Gates, Johns Hopkins and the 
WHO cohosted yet another exercise, this one dubbed 
“Catastrophic Contagion,” (takecontrol.substack.
com/p/bill-gates-plans-new-catastrophic-contagion) & 
(centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/exercises/2022-
catastrophic-contagion) & (centerforhealthsecurity.org/
our-work/exercises/2022-catastrophic-contagion/videos.
html) which involved a novel pathogen called “severe 
epidemic enterovirus respiratory syndrome 2025” 
(SEERS-25) that primarily kills children. 

With that, we can already begin to predict what this 
next pandemic will revolve around. The COVID narrative 
was that we must obey irrational health rules so as 
not to kill grandma. The next round will likely involve 
getting children vaccinated with whatever new gene-
based concoction they come up with.

Seeing how the COVID jab is now on the U.S. childhood 
vaccination schedule, we can also assume that the COVID 
jab will be increasingly pushed at the same time, in the 
name of “protecting our children.”

Of course, by the time the next pandemic is declared, 
the IHR will have been amended to eliminate human 
rights, freedoms and privacy from consideration, and the 
WHO Pandemic Treaty will have been signed, both of 
which grant the WHO absolute power to control pandemic 
declarations and responses worldwide.

The WHO can then, through its pandemic powers, 
implement the next phases of The Great Reset and Fourth 
Industrial Revolution, which are rebranded terms for 
technocracy and the old “New World Order,” melded 
with the transhumanist (previously known as eugenicist) 
movement.
The WHO Is Tasked With Ushering in The Great Reset

As explained in “What You Need to Know About ‘The 
Great Reset,” (takecontrol.substack.com/p/the-great-reset) 

technocracy is an economic system of resource allocation 
that revolves around technology — in particular artificial 
intelligence, digital surveillance and Big Data collection 
— and the digitization of industry and government.

This in turn allows for the automation of social 
engineering and social rule, thereby doing away with 
the need for democratically elected leadership. While 
the real plan is to usher in a tech-driven dystopia free of 
democratic controls, they speak of this plan as a way to 
bring us back into harmony with nature and saving the 
planet (i.e., the Green agenda and Agenda 2030).

In “We Will Be Sacrificed for Global Standardization 
of Systems,” (takecontrol.substack.com/p/global-
standardization-of-systems) I review the self-proclaimed 
“ruling elite’s” plan to control everything on earth, from 
land, water and minerals to plants, animals, food, energy, 
information and human beings. This plan is known as the 
Agenda for the 21st Century, or simply Agenda 21.

This roadmap for global totalitarianism was agreed to 
by 179 nations, including the U.S., at the 1992 Sustainable 
Development conference, and we’ve seen various facets 
of this agenda being implemented throughout the last 
three years, under the cover of biosecurity and the global 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Agenda 21 is based on the ideology of 
“communitarianism,” which argues that “an individual’s 
rights should be balanced against rights of the community.” 
Community, however, in the mind of the globalists, is 
made up of NGOs, corporations and governments, which 
are to dictate what happens around the world. The people 
are not really part of the equation.

So, the communitarianist philosophy of Agenda 21 
and the IHR amendment that removes human rights and 
freedoms come together like two pieces of a puzzle. The 
WHO’s biosecurity powers can then be used to pave the 
way for the more freedom-robbing aspects of Agenda 21.
Take Action to Protect Your Freedom

It’s imperative that we protect our human rights and 
individual freedoms, and in order to do that, we must 
educate our Congressional representatives so that they 
understand the ramifications of going along with the WHO. 
A template letter that you can use was recently published 
by the Solari Report, (home.solari.com/template-letter-
to-congressional-representativere-proposed-world-health-
organization-treaty).
Related Link: “The Threat From the WHO Pandemic 
Treaty Should Make Our MPs Sit Up and Pay Attention,” 
(dailysceptic.org/2022/12/14/the-urgent-need-for-mps-to-
properly-scrutinise-the-who-pandemic-treaty) Will Jones, 
The Daily Sceptic (12/14/22)

Originally published at mercola.com

Editor’s note: While the claims made in this article may be 
difficult for some to believe, you will find a lot of resource 
links throughout the piece so you can dig in and see for 
yourself… this is coming… unless we the people stop it!

Continued from p.1

World Health Organization Wants Totalitarian Powers
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By Tanya Gaw, founder Action4Canada.com

Guidelines for Peaceful Protesting / 
Gathering / Rallies and/or Attending Events 
action4canada.com/know-your-rights-
guidelines

A
ction4Canada’s Tanya Gaw and her team, have 
created Know Your Rights Guidelines along 
with an accompanying webinar to inform 

Canadians of their constitutionally guaranteed 
rights, and how to assert them when approached by 
law enforcement or government officials. 

The freedom to peacefully protest; freedom of 
speech, thought and belief; and the right to privacy 
and work; are all protected rights — not privileges
— according to the Constitution and the Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms. Police, elected officials, 
educators, government employees, and lay people do 
not have the authority to hinder or prohibit citizens 
from: expressing their opinion or concerns; engaging 
the public; or participating in all levels of civic 
engagement, except of course in accordance with the 
principles of fundamental justice. This means, in part, 
that any orders, statutes or regulations that purport 
to deny to you your rights and freedoms, cannot be 
arbitrary, overbroad, or grossly disproportionate.

Of significance is the Supreme Court’s ruling that 
upheld the right to gather and protest, as was its 
analysis of the importance of freedom of expression: 
Garbeau v. Montreal (City of), 2015 QCCS 5246 
(CanLII).

Know Your Rights Guidelines is a resource which 
includes relevant sections of the Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms:

Section 2 states that every person has the 
following four fundamental categories of freedoms 

and liberties:

a. Freedom of conscience and religion; 
b. Freedom of thought, belief, opinion and 

expression, including freedom of the press and other 
media of communication; 

c. Freedom of peaceful assembly; and 
d. Freedom of association.
Freedom of speech is a principle that supports the 

freedom of an individual or a community to articulate 
their opinions and ideas without fear of retaliation, 
censorship, or legal sanction. The term “freedom of 
expression” is sometimes used synonymously but 
includes any act of seeking, receiving, and imparting 
information or ideas, regardless of the medium used.

Guaranteed Right to not be Prohibited, Harassed 
or Detained 

Section 7 
• Everyone has the right to life, liberty, and 

security of the person and the right to not be deprived 
thereof except in accordance with the principles of 
fundamental justice. 

Section 8  
 • Everyone has the right to be secure against 

unreasonable search and seizure.

Section 9 

 •Everyone has the right not to be arbitrarily 
detained or imprisoned. 

Section 10 
• Everyone has the right on arrest or detention (a) 

to be informed promptly of the reasons therefor; (b) 
to retain and instruct counsel without delay and to 
be informed of that right; and (c) to have the validity 
of the detention determined by way of habeas corpus 
and to be released if the detention is not lawful.

Privacy: The Supreme Court of Canada has 
emphasized in many cases, in the strongest possible 
terms that a citizen’s right to privacy is sacrosanct and 
subsumed in both s. 7 and 8 of the Charter and is of 
paramount importance to life, liberty, and security of 
the person, and protects citizens from unreasonable 
search and seizure. 

This resource outlines scenarios of situations 
wherein these guidelines may be needed, including: 
what to bring to events and how to conduct yourself; 
handing out f lyers/brochures/leaf lets in a public 
space (eg. school sidewalk); attending a public 
meeting such as a council meeting or Board of 
Trustees meeting; or peaceful protests.

This resource also includes a section on how to 
interact with government agents/police. It can be 
printed or downloaded onto a phone for quick access. 

Action4Canada has created many other resources, 
all of which are available on our website. We have 
recently updated most of our NOLs. Be sure to check 
back regularly for new or updated resources. 

Action4Canada has also commenced legal action 
against the BC and Federal Government. To donate 
and learn more about our legal action, campaigns, 
wins and successes visit www.action4canada.com 

Action4Canada is a grassroots movement that 
has been reaching out to millions of Canadians 
since 2015, to unite our voices in opposition to the 
destructive policies tearing at the fabric of this nation. 
Action4Canada provides an extensive catalogue of 
resources, including notices of liability, to educate, 
equip, empower and mobilize citizens. We are 
committed to protecting faith, family and freedom.

Learn more at Action4Canada.com

By Larry R. Cappetto

 “What I’ve seen in my practice has been a substantial, 
massive increase, unprecedented in menstrual 
abnormalities prior to pregnancy. 
A substantial increase in infertility. 
A substantial increase in 
miscarriages, fetal death and fetal 
malformation. What we’ve seen 
is catastrophic!! It’s a dangerous 
signal like no other.”

~ Dr. James Thorp. Board 
certified OB/GYN and Maternal 
Fetal Medicine Doctor, St. Louis MO

D
rug companies and the 
federal government today 
are getting away with 

murder, literally! Just an objective 
review of the vaccine injured and 
deaths in VAERS (vaccine adverse 
event reporting system) extrapolated 
from their own data by the good 
people at vaersanalysis.info will 
validate my case. They claim, based 
on VAERS data, “Your risk of dying 
from a COVID vaccine is 172 times 
greater than a Flu Vaccine”. .

The medical and healthcare industry today are run 
like the forced labor camps during the holocaust in 
World War II in Europe. They are simply put, “Medical 

Gulags.” Hospitals and healthcare facilities administering 
these shots are crime scenes. The major medical and 
healthcare profession in the United States has become 
subservient to big industry and big Pharma.

I presented my evidence in a case here in Colorado 
at a local church on December 13. After doing some 
research and confronting many pharmacies here in 

western Colorado, I came up with the evidence I needed 
to convict the drug companies producing these harmful 
shots.

My nephew, who worked as a police officer here 
locally took the shot under duress 
and now is in a wheelchair unable 
to talk, walk, eat and perform the 
necessary normal functions of life. 
He suffered at the hands of these 
drug companies with two massive 
strokes, seizure, a brain bleed and 
two life-threatening surgeries. He is 
a Father with three children unable 
to care for them or go back to work.

My mission is to present the 
evidence and hold these drug 
companies and the federal 
government liable for their gross 
negligence, pain and suffering 
inflicted upon the American people. 
These are experimental drugs which 
highly violate the Nuremberg Code. 
They are crimes against humanity!! 
Women now especially are suffering 
at the hands of these evil doers 
and being affected by these lethal 
injected damaging drugs.

 I would like to share a short 
3-minute video from my case on Tuesday. You can 
view it here: lcappetto.wixsite.com/stop-the-shots/
intentionally-blank

Evidence of Crimes Against Humanity

Know Your Rights

By Penny Wyse

W
hy pay with cash as opposed to a bank 
card everywhere you go? Here’s a simple 
explanation for one good reason:

I have a $50 bill in my wallet and when I eat at a 
restaurant, I’ll pay for my meal with it. The restaurant 
owner uses that $50 to pay his bill at the dry cleaner. 
The dry cleaner uses the $50 to pay for his haircut. 
The hairdresser uses the $50 to pay for groceries at 
the supermarket and so on. You get the idea. After an 
unlimited amount of payments, that $50 note remains 
unchanged — it has served its purpose to everyone who 
used it to pay for goods and services. The bank has not 

interfered or profited in any way.
Now, what if I go to the restaurant and pay for my 

$50 meal by debit or credit card? The cost of my digital 
payment which is billed to the restaurant owner as 
a percentage is an average of 2.5% or $1.25. If the 
restaurant owner then pays the dry cleaner digitally, 
the dry cleaner pays the hairdresser digitally and the 
hairdresser pays the supermarket digitally, that same 
$50 has already been reduced by $5. There are no 
unlimited transactions. After 40 transactions, that $50 
has become the property of the bank because of all the 
transaction fees.

Why give the banks more of our money than we need 
to?? Cash is king.

Why Pay With Cash?
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By Netanya Bilhete

I
t is no wonder that most Canadians have been 
clubbed into complacency and inoculated against 
truth.
At some point during the past two years, each of 

us has looked to our phones as oracles. We’d hoped to 
find guidance within their cold screens only to see the 
first page of results littered with “fact-check” websites. 
Each headline urges us to look away, to squash our 
doubt.

The cloned articles chant in unison: 
“What? No. Only disinformation demons, 
imbeciles, or psychotic conspiracy 
nuts would ever think that. Here is the 
fabricated evidence to the contrary.”

Today’s digital surveillance and 
censorship apparatus operate on the 
same principles as did the Gestapo, or 
Soviet intelligentsia. The only difference 
is that its implementation has become 
more sophisticated.

Despotic regimes rely on coercion, 
loyalty, and legitimation to maintain 
power. They rely on surveillance and 
censorship to suppress dissidence. The 
illusion of personal autonomy must also 
be maintained — at least in countries 
like ours, where leaders parade their 
supposedly democratic values like fine 
plumage. This is why repeating the same 
talking points over and over ad nauseam 
is important; if the people believe that 
authority is well-intentioned and trust 
the integrity of the information they’re 
being presented, then they will never question their 
leaders’ behaviour.

Rather than forcibly inject an experimental modified 
RNA product into their subjects, the globalists opted to 
make us complicit in the process — berating, shaming, 
and punishing us into obedience absolved them of 
their guilt.

Respect for persons, beneficence, and justice: 
though the powers that be were in the process of 
violating each ethical principle in research and 
medicine, the majority of Canadians believed that they 
were upholding these virtues. Such division, suffering, 
and death caused by keystrokes and well-thought-out 
campaigns meant to dissuade us from questioning The 
Great Narrative. In short, the pen was proven mightier 
than the sword.

Apart from the usual legacy media suspects, self-
proclaimed fact-checking websites such as Canada 
Fact Check, AFP Fact Check, FactsCan, Décrypteurs, 
and Rumor Detector serve to delegitimize dissidence. 

The publisher of Canada Fact Check — a misnomer, 
of course — is a public policy consultant and 
government relations specialist. He’d previously held 
a position as the Senior Researcher for the Ontario 
New Democratic Party. According to a sparsely 
populated LinkedIn profile, his interests include our 
very own Prime Minister Trudeau, as well as the global 
consulting firm McKinsey & Company.

For context, the latter was paid $35,000 a day to 
advise the Quebecois Premier François Legault on 
managing their Covid-19 response measures. The firm 
also boasts of its partnership with the World Economic 
Forum, and services clients such as the World Health 
Organization, Pfizer, and the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation.

AFP Fact Check is a subsidiary of Agence France-
Presse.  Founded in 1835, Agence France-Presse (AFP) 
is an international French news agency headquartered 
in Paris. Two of their employees, Paul Julius Reuter and 
Bernard Wolff, later founded their own news agencies, 
Reuters in London and Wolff in Germany. L’Agence is 
an ICFN signatory and receives up to 40 percent of its 
funding from the French government.
The global news conglomerate has also been 
contracted by Facebook to ‘combat misinformation’.

The International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN) 
in turn, was created by the Poynter Institute for Media 
Studies in 2015. It is the shark that the rest of the 
bottom feeders have globbed onto. 

According to their website, “This informal network, 
a forum for fact-checkers from five continents, is born 
out of the desire to study and discuss fact-checking as 
a journalistic instrument worldwide.”

Among the Poynter Institute’s largest and most 
notable donors are The Charles Koch Institute, The 
Gill Foundation, The Washington Post, and Craig 
Newmark Philanthropies. Craig Newmark’s donation 

was intended to help battle disinformation and bias, 
or, in other words, ‘here’s a donation, now toe the line’. 

Poynter was also awarded a total of USD $488,000 
($129,000 in 2020) from the federal US agency, the 
National Endowment for Democracy.

According to NED, the grants were meant “To 
strengthen the practice of fact-checking as a way to 
promote accountability of policymakers and improve 
the reliability and accuracy of news and information. 
The organization will support a network of fact-
checking groups throughout the world … Activities will 
include a global summit of fact-checkers in Argentina.”

Since the launch of the Poynter Institute’s IFCN, the 
organization directly funds or supports more than 100 
organizations worldwide through advocacy, training 
and global events. These then go on to adorn the top 
pages of Google and any other search engine.

Most alarming is their January 2020 campaign 
titled “Fighting the Infodemic: The #CoronaVirusFacts 
Alliance.” Therein is a database that has accumulated 
“falsehoods from fact-checking websites in more than 
70 countries and includes articles published in at 
least 40 languages.” By July 2022, Poynter boasts of 
3460 vaccine-related, 2503 conspiracy theory related, 
and 2923 authority/government-related claims having 
been successfully “debunked”.
Below are examples of falsehoods from the ‘arbiters 
of truth’ themselves.

Perhaps their claim that mRNA vaccines do not 
cause vascular, or organ damage could be contrasted 
by the 4863 serious cardiovascular adverse events (AEs) 
reported from BNT162b2 Pfizer, 1222 AstraZeneca, 
Moderna, and other modified RNA products (Kaur et 
al., 2021). 

Myocarditis is now a recognized complication of 
Covid-19 mRNA vaccines, especially in young adult and 
adolescent males. The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) admit that myocarditis/pericarditis 
is a potential adverse event of the second-dose mRNA 
vaccine among individuals 12 to 39 years of age.

The link is further supported by research across 
North America and Europe (Montgomery et al., 2021; 
Bozkurt et al., 2021). 

A study published on December 6, 2021, in the 
American Heart Association’s journal Circulation, 
investigated 139 children <21 years old that experienced 
140 suspected episodes of myocarditis. They also study 
found that suspected myocarditis occurred in 97.8% 
of the children following a modified RNA injection, 
94.2% of the suspected episodes followed the Pfizer-
BioNTech injection, and 91.4% of the episodes occurred 
after the second injection. 

It’s easy to gloss over statistics. But think of Milo 
Edberg, a 6-year-old child hospitalized with myocarditis 
two days after receiving Pfizer’s Comirnaty.

How can the “fact-checkers” confidently claim that 
the vaccines are not potentially lethal when there have 
been 80 fully vaccinated Canadian doctor deaths since 
the modified RNA jab rollout? There have been 1,638 
Canadian doctor deaths from 2019-2022 with an 8-fold 
increase in those under age 30 from the 2019-2020 
average. 

By January 22, 2022, alone, Canada had suffered 
an excess of 7,896 deaths (Statistics Canada). That is a 
difference of 1,646 from the expected number based on 
2020 mortality rates of the same period.

In the U.S., J Scott Davison, CEO of insurance 
company OneAmerica, stated that his company is 
seeing the highest death rates now than he’s ever seen 

before since he started in the insurance business — a 
rise of nearly 40%.

The counter is always that correlation does not 
imply causation. And yet by the same token, they 
boldly assert that there is absolutely no correlation to 
begin with.

Despite the endless reams of judgments made by 
the Poynter Institute and its ilk, it is obvious that 
truth is not the objective. As the Maoist critic Yang 
Jisheng would say, “manufactured news organs are the 
mouthpieces of political power.”
Sleight of Hand

The how of digital repression is also 
worth noting.

“I learned to think this way when I 
was a magician,” begins AI ethicist and 
Google whistleblower Tristian Harris. 
“Magicians start by looking for blind 
spots, edges, vulnerabilities and limits 
of people’s perception, so they can 
influence what people do without them 
even realizing it.”

Private corporations and governments 
alike own comprehensive psychological 
and behavioural portraits of each of us. 
They are compiled from our endless 
posts, searches, comments, and swipes, 
etc. This ‘data exhaust’ is then traded on 
the market like any other commodity.

Once the human experience has been 
scraped from social and other digital 
media platforms through effective 
data mining, it is then analyzed and 
converted into actionable information. 
What enrages you? Why do you trust 

others? What are the dynamics of information spread 
between you and your friends?

The answer leads us to the final stage: deception. 
Our cognitive vulnerabilities are exploited so that we 
might be persuaded or otherwise manipulated. Among 
the Magicians’ favourite behavioural modification 
tactics are appeals to emotion, epistemic bubbles, echo 
chambers, bots, nudging, micro-targeting, censorship, 
and smear campaigns.

Automation converts us, the observed, into Boolean 
input data to be parsed by unseen machinery. Just 
because you are not being violently assaulted does not 
mean that you aren’t being harmed. This is just the 
mental equivalent of a good old-fashioned baton.

To summarize, decentralized networks of NGOs 
and obscure government branches fund one another 
through grants or donations and offer seemingly 
innocuous training or scholarships. Meanwhile, 
advanced software designed to manipulate on a 
personal level ensures large-scale indoctrination. 
The last thing a technocrat would want is Canadians’ 
access to truthful information. 

We are to instead make like bleating sheep and 
follow our officials blindly to slaughter. Yet by God’s 
grace, we refuse.

I’d like to leave off with a list of interesting facts, as 
well as with a quote from Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s The 
Gulag Archipelago:

“‘Subverting and weakening’” the government could 
include any idea which did not coincide with or rise to the 
level of intensity of the ideas expressed in the newspaper 
on any particular day. After all, anything which does 
not strengthen must weaken: Indeed, anything which 
does not completely fit in, coincide, subverts!” 

Fact: On April 25, 2003, the CDC filed for patent 
protection of a newly isolated human SARS-CoV 
coronavirus (US46592703P). The patent was officially 
awarded in 2007 (US7220852B1). Natural phenomena 
and higher life forms are not patentable subject matter 
in either Canada or the US.

Fact: From 2014 – 2020, numerous patents* have 
been filed in relation to either SARS-CoV or a method of 
modified messenger RNA to treat respiratory syncytial 
viruses.

*E.g., US 11,485,972; US 10,898,574; US 10,703,789; US 
10,702,600; US 10,577,403; US 10,442,756; US 10,266,485; 
US 10,064,959; US 9,868,692

Fact: Dr. Zhengli-Li Shi from China’s Wuhan 
Institute of Virology (Lab Level 4 Security Risk) was 
working with Dr. Ralph Baric — who led UNC Bioscience 
(Lab Level 3 Security Risk) — on the Nov 9, 2015, article 
“A SARS-like Cluster of Circulating Bat Coronaviruses 
Shows Potential for Human Emergence” published in 
Nature Medicine.

Fact: Synthetic construction of chimeric mutant 
and full-length SHC014-CoV was approved by the 

Fact Checkers or Propaganda Fine-Tuners?

See ‘Facts’ p.8
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By Tea Lynn Moore

O
n February 14, 2022, the greatest 
overreach of Canadian government 
power took place. On this day, 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau invoked the 
Emergencies Act for the first time in Canadian 
history.

Through the recent Public Order Emergency 
Commission (POEC) hearings, reams of 
government records were released, resulting 
in a rare look inside the most powerful public 
offices in Canada. Thousands of pages of text 
messages, e-mails, meeting minutes, and 
hand-scribbled notes detailing ministers’ 
personal fears, private conversations and 
comments, not meant for public consumption, 
were released. Here are 8 things we learned 
from the Emergencies Act Inquiry:
1. They almost deployed the army — and 

even considered using Tanks. Canadian 
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of 
Canada, David Lametti, proposed using the 
army and even tanks to retake the streets of 
Ottawa, a stark contrast to the hot tubs and 
bouncy castles that the Freedom Convoy 
brought in.

2. President Biden ordered Trudeau to dismantle 
the Canadian Freedom Convoy. The inquiry 
revealed that US President Joe Biden demanded 
Justin Trudeau stop the Freedom Convoy. Biden 
cited concerns that US car plants had been having 
around the border as well as his own concerns 
about the growing support of protesters seen in 
US media such as Fox News. Biden’s top economic 
advisor told Canadian Finance Minister Chrystia 
Freeland that if the border was not cleared, the 
United States would reportedly lose $2.9 billion in 
trade. Freeland emailed staff stating that the White 
House was “very worried” that their “northeastern 
car plants will shut down” if Trudeau didn’t stop 
the convoy. Three days after speaking with Biden, 
Trudeau invoked the Emergencies Act to clear out 
the protesters.

3. Honking is a form of Violence. In response to 
being asked why the police chief had claimed 
there was “violence” at the protest, Interim Ottawa 
Police Chief Steve Bell responded, “honking… is 

a form of violence.” A few days after making this 
claim, defenders of the act inflicted violence on 
the courtroom by playing a video of a cartoon 

truck honking for several minutes to illustrate the 
harm. Ottawa witnesses who testified in defence 
of the act, claim they suffered from “phantom 
honking” for months after the truckers left and 
that they felt like they were living in “The Purge.”

4. Hot Tubs and Fireworks are “volatile” Internal 
documents have revealed that the Ottawa mayor 
claimed he felt the rally was taking a volatile turn 
after witnessing “fireworks going off and hot tubs 
being brought in.”

5. Justin Trudeau suffers from selective memory 
loss. Prime “Misinformationer” Trudeau lied 
under oath during the Emergencies Act hearing, 
claiming he never called the unvaccinated names. 
In a September 2021 interview, Trudeau told a 
Quebec television station that the unvaccinated 
“don’t believe in science and are very often 
misogynistic and racist.”

6. Freezing funds was always part of the plan. 
Cabinet members within the Trudeau government 
had discussed seizing the bank accounts of Freedom 
Convoy supporters at the time of invoking the 

Emergencies Act. Shortly after the act was invoked, 
Canadian Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland 
mandated certain bank accounts be frozen under 

the EA. In total, nearly $8 million 
in funds from 267 accounts were 
frozen. Additionally, 170 bitcoin 
wallets were frozen. Inquiry 
documents revealed that Freeland 
was advised by an undisclosed 
bank that if the people subject 
to sanctions were labeled 
“Terrorists”, then the banks could 
move swiftly.
7. The Deputy Transport 
Minister wanted to kill the spirit 
of the Freedom Movement itself. 
Per Blacklock’s Reporter, Deputy 
Transport Minister Michael 
Keenan told police on day 10 of the 
protest, he wanted the Freedom 
Convoy crushed because it was 
the “spiritual source of the protest 
movement” and is “acting as fuel 
for the engagement of others.”
8. Both CSIS and NSIA 
didn’t feel the convoy protest 

constituted a national security threat under 
the law, meaning the federal government 
never met the legal threshold to invoke the 
Emergencies Act. During the POEC hearings, it 
was revealed that Canada’s intelligence agency 
(CSIS) stated they didn’t believe the self-styled 
Freedom Convoy constituted a threat to national 
security, according to the definition in the act’s 
enabling law. Additionally, the Prime Minister’s 
national security adviser (NSIA) Jody Thomas 
— along with other officials in a panel — had 
told commission lawyers that while CSIS did not 
consider the Freedom Convoy protest to be a 
threat to national security — a prerequisite for 
invoking the Emergencies Act — they believed 
that the definition of a “threat” to security needed 
to be “reconsidered” to garner permissible use of 
the Act. In conclusion, the intelligence assessment 
indicated the federal government never met the 
legal threshold to invoke the Emergencies Act to 
clear Ottawa of protesters last winter.

By Spencer Fernando | spencerfernando.com

T
his demonstrates why the government cannot 
be trusted to define what is and isn’t considered 
“misinformation” or “disinformation.” Their 

incentive to define it in a way that expands their own 
power and punishes their opponents is far too high.

Take a quick look at this clip: https://youtu.
be/1j2tZs_9_Q4

CPC Leader Pierre Poilievre accurately 
describes some of the firearms the Liberals 
are banning, and accurately notes that those 
firearms are designed for hunting and are 
used by Canadian hunters.

Public Safety Minister Marco Mendicino 
counters by accusing the Conservatives of 
“spreading disinformation”.

For a few weeks, this has been the Liberal 
response to criticism of their amendments 
to Bill C-21, changes that will indeed ban 
many firearms used by law-abiding Canadian 
hunters and farmers.

But now, they’ve changed their tune.
In a year-end interview, Prime Minister 

Justin Trudeau admitted the government will 
be going after “some” hunting guns:

“Our focus now is on saying okay, there are 
some guns, yes, that we’re going to have to take away 
from people who were using them to hunt,” Trudeau 
said. “But, we’re going to also make sure that you’re 
able to buy other guns from a long list of guns that are 
accepted that are fine for hunting, whether it’s rifles or 
shotguns. We’re not going at the right to hunt in this 

country. We are going at some of the guns used to do it 
that are too dangerous in other contexts.”

“There are some weapons that are used for hunting 
that unfortunately fall on the wrong side of the line. Not 
many, but there are some that are slightly overpowered 
or have too large a magazine capacity or technical 
reasons like that,” Trudeau said. “Nobody wants 
assault-style weapons anywhere in this country. You 

don’t use them for hunting, and you shouldn’t have 
them for any other reason.”

Again, this is exactly what the Conservatives said 
the Liberals were doing, and the Liberals denied it and 
called it “disinformation.”

For them to now flip and admit they are doing this, 

without acknowledging that they were lying is the kind 
of hypocrisy and arrogance we’ve seen time and time 
again from the Liberal government.

Government can’t be trusted to define what is true
In multiple pieces of legislation, the Liberals are 

seeking to give themselves the power to define what is 
and isn’t true.

They want the definition of “disinformation” and 
“misinformation” to be controlled by the 
government.

Clearly, that would be disastrous.
We have just seen a clear example of the 

Liberal government accusing their opponents 
of disinformation, even when their opponents 
were sharing factually correct information.

Ironically, this means it was the 
Liberal government who was spreading 
disinformation.

Do you think they would ever fairly apply 
the rules to themselves or hold themselves 
accountable?

Of course not.
It will be used selectively, to punish their 

opponents, silence their critics, and buttress 
their own propaganda.

This is why we simply cannot trust the 
government – of any political stripe – with the 
power to define what is and isn’t true.

That decision must be made by the market, through 
the countless individual choices and preferences of 
Canadians.

Originally published at SpencerFernando.com

The Lib’s Accused the Con’s of “Spreading 
Disinformation” for Saying the Government Would Ban 

Firearms Used by Hunters & Farmers
Trudeau Now Admits That’s Exactly What They’re Doing

8 Things We Learned from the Emergencies Act Inquiry

Image of Grant Pace with Druthers News at the Freedom Convoy in Ottawa.
Photo by @yanbrand_photography on Instagram.
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By Guy Crittenden

I
f you’re reading this, you’re accessing Druthers 
newspaper in either print or digital form. In so 
doing, you’re experiencing a serious strategy to work 

around government and corporate censorship — an 
underground publication from resistance fighters 
who cannot share this information via captured news 
outlets or censored social media. Similar underground 
papers exist in Ireland and other countries, for the 
same reason. As a journalist, I’m grateful for this outlet 
for my writing. But what about all the people who aren’t 
professional writers? How can they help get the truth 
out at this crucial moment in history? More voices 
are desperately needed, to mobilize the population 
around real-world solutions. The time has passed for 
awake folk to simply share memes and links among 
themselves online.

I’ve turned my attention in recent months toward 
additional options. My wife and I are looking for land 
and people with whom to form an off-grid community, 
grow our own food, and generate our own heat and 
electricity. But settlements in the woods will easily be 
picked off by a future totalitarian government, ergo 
there needs to be more of us. 

So our top priority is to get the truth out to more 
people, many of whom sense something is wrong. We 
must turn those doubts into conviction that the human 
family is under attack, at a global scale.

One thing I did — that you can do too — is arrange 
for the delivery of this newspaper to every mailbox 
in my local area. This caused a stir with media and 
politicians local to Magnetawan, many of whom 
had simply never encountered an alternative to the 
mainstream narrative.

Pro Tip: Organize a fundraising dinner or dance 
with your local freedom community and use some of 
the proceeds to pay for the delivery of the paper to local 
postal codes. (Contact Druthers and they’ll take care of all 
the details.)

Here’s another idea, and again, it’s something anyone 
can do. I purchased some Canadian car flags (four in 
total) from Canadian Tire. Now everywhere I drive, I’m 
signalling to folks that we must stand up for our country, 
its laws, constitution and Bill of Rights. You may have 
noticed people on the highway doing the same. We 
often honk to one another and chat in coffee shops 
and gas stations. It’s a subculture of its own. The flags 
have triggered many conversations between myself and 
strangers.

Here’s a Pro Tip: You can purchase erasable “window 
markers” at Canadian Tire or other stores, and write 
colourful messages on your car window. I stick with 
messages like No New World Order! or Who is James 
Topp? to get people thinking. My car is now a moving 
billboard for freedom.

Another strategy I use to get past censorship is wearing 
printed T-shirts. Some have a humorous message, such as 
Proud Member of the Fringe Minority with Unacceptable 
Views. When the government started jabbing children, I 
was inspired to take bolder action.

On the last Saturday before Christmas, I walked with a 
friend through the crowded Georgian Mall — the largest 
in Barrie, Ontario — wearing a white T-shirt emblazoned 
with warnings about risks from the COVID injections. 
Reactions differed among the New World Order citizens 
shopping in New Normal Canada, from two teenage girls 
who gave us a thumbs-up sign, to the registration staff 
at a COVID injection clinic who called security when 
I attempted to dissuade a mother from signing in her 
young son.

I’ve worn the shirt many times in Tim Hortons where 
I purposely stand or sit in spots where the lettering is 
visible. You might think I’d attract negative attention, but 
most interactions have thus far been positive, with folks 
saying, “I like your T-shirt” or stopping to ask questions.

I learned quickly that if I’m to raise awareness this way 
about near and present 
dangers, I also need to 
offer people hope. So the 
next thing I did (that you 
can too) is design a simple 
photocopied brochure 
to hand out, filled with 
information and links 
to useful websites. My 
current brochure says 
on the front, “It’s Not A 
Vaccine” and asks parents 
not to jab their kids. I plan 

to include an information sheet with a list of vaccine 
side effects on one side and a list of detox strategies and 
resources on the other. I could just as easily wear T-shirts 
and hand out brochures about transhumanism, the 
danger of central bank digital currency and digital IDs, or 
the uselessness of masks and lockdowns. (Just print and 

distribute whatever you’re comfortable with.)
And here’s another Pro Tip: Instead of just printing 

these brochures for myself, I distributed them to friends 
and members of my local freedom pod. Better still, I 
shared this idea on Facebook and other social media 
platforms and offered to send people the original PDF 
files, so they can print and distribute them in their area. 
I also sent the Word files so they can alter the text to suit 
local situations. The response was overwhelming and I 
received private messages and emails from people across 
Canada and as far away as Australia.

Speaking of “freedom pods,” this is another idea you 
can implement locally that I gleaned from Derrick Broze 
of The Last American Vagabond podcast. Broze’s idea was 
that people organize in “cells” of eight to meet regularly 
and organize resistance, and discuss prepper topics, like 

walkie-talkies, food canning, and bulk orders for survival 
gear. Our regular gatherings allow us to socialize with 
like-minded people, share resources, and plan protests 
and other actions.

Friends from my group recently joined me at a local 
injection site where I served a Notice of Liability (NoL) 

to the head nurse after she failed to provide proper 
informed consent (when she assumed I was there 
to get poked). Serving NoLs is another free activity 
in which you can engage and potentially make a 
difference. These can be served at injection sites 
(including drug stores), school boards, government 
offices, etc. I even served one to our local police 
superintendent. The purpose of the NoL is to inform 
the recipient of the real risks of the mRNA gene 
therapy such that they can no longer say “I didn’t 
know” when Nuremberg-type trials begin. And in 
any case, they get people thinking, especially since 
the NoLs I’ve downloaded from the Stand Up Canada 
website allow me to register the recipient’s name on 
a database for future reference. Action4Canada also 
offers an extensive selection of NoLs.

Pro Tip: Instead of delivering the NoL in a 
threatening manner, I offer it as a kind of Get Out Of 
Jail Free card. As of the date served, the recipient has 
the ammunition to refuse certain orders, and at least 
offer people true informed consent.

How about printing and putting up posters? I 
suggest folks use paste and not staples, so they’re 
not easily pulled down. Stickers can be ordered 
online with your custom message. The White Rose 
channel on Telegram is a great resource for stickers 
as well. I honestly don’t understand why every town 
and city isn’t plastered with these already, as well as 
children’s lunchboxes. I’m old enough to recall the 
extensive use of posters and stickers in the 1960s 
and ’70s to oppose the Vietnam War and promote 
everything from women’s equality to saving whales. 

Old-school strategies worked then, and they can be 
effective once more.

Governments and organizations affiliated with 
the United Nations and the World Economic Forum 
have spent billions promoting surveillance capitalism, 
technocracy and transhumanism to an unsuspecting 
public. You now have easy and affordable ideas to 
counter their narratives. It’s time to take action! And I 
hope to encounter more of you on the highways and 
in the shopping malls with your flags, T-shirts and 
homemade brochures!

Guy Crittenden is a freelance writer and author of the 
award-winning book The Year of Drinking Magic: Twelve 
Ceremonies with the Vine of Souls (Apocryphile Press, 
San Francisco). Follow Guy at HipGnosis.co
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By Christie Pritchard

A 
hospital insider from The 
IWK Health Centre, a major 
pediatric hospital and trauma 

center in Halifax, Nova Scotia 
providing care to maritime youth, 
children and women, says they have 
seen 27 myocarditis cases in kids 
under 18 in a recent 6-week period. 
Normally, they see 2 cases in an 
entire year. That’s an increase of 
117 times the normal rate!

These numbers reflect the CDC’s 
own data: In 2021, the CDC found 
that males aged 12-15, showed an 
increase between 23.5 and 117 times. 
At the time this data was collected 
(August 2021), only 32% of teens in the 
US were vaccinated, so, this would 
mean that vaccinated males aged 
12-15 had an observed incidence of up to 366 times 
the expected rate of myopericarditis — two distinct 
heart conditions occurring simultaneously. The 
16-17 age group observed an even higher incidence.

IWK is not the only health center to report an 
increased incidence of Myocarditis, Pericarditis 

and Myopericarditis. 
A study published to 
JAMA looking at 40 
hospital records in the 
US titled “Myocarditis 
and Pericarditis After 
Vaccination for COVID-
19” (Diaz et al.) found 
the rates went up even in 
adults who are less likely 
to suffer this side effect 
(see graph on p.7).

The baseline rate of 
Myocarditis in kids is 1 
per 100,000, at this rate, 
given that Canadian 
children’s vaccination 
rate is sitting at 45%, 
IW K’s data would 
suggest that we are 
seeing 2.6 per 1,000 

vaccinated kids getting Myocarditis, although, it’s 
probably more since this is a passive observation. 
In August, a Thailand study (Mansanguan et al.) 
showed 29.24% of kids sustain a cardiac injury of 
some sort from the vaccines, and 1% developed 
myo and/or pericarditis. Studies like this, where all 

Myocarditis in Kids up by a 
Whopping 117 Times in Canada

See ‘Unprecedented’ p.7

6-year-old BC girl Danielle Mei Cabana 
passed away from Myocarditis on November 
26, 2022
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teenagers were screened, will always find more cases 
than passive systems, like the reporting system here 
in Canada where doctors fill out a form after a child 
has been properly diagnosed. There are potentially 
a number of cases of children with chest pain or 
fatigue that are never brought to the attention of the 
healthcare system or are misdiagnosed and are thus 
never captured in the statistics.

Research from a JAMA article titled, Myocarditis 
Cases Reported After mRNA-Based COVID-19 

Vaccination in the US From December 2020 to August 
2021 by Oster et al. also found 12-15 year-olds 
experienced the heart condition at a 133x higher 
than expected rate. The data is overwhelming.

Either way, that’s a lot of kids developing 
myocarditis, pericarditis, or both as a result of the 
vaccines. You would think the manufacturers would 
think this is a problem, but they don’t.

If two car owners die as a result of poor 
manufacturing, the car manufacturer does a recall 
and asks people to stop using the car. The reason for 
this is simple: liability. But with these vaccines, as 
with all vaccines, there is no liability, so there is no 
need to set a stopping condition. The pharmaceutical 
companies have no problem injuring hundreds of 
thousands of kids and it simply makes no difference 
to the company.

Pfizer, for instance, never bothered looking into 
Myopericarditis rates in young people. That’s right, 
the Pfizer documents that Pfizer had originally asked 
the courts to conceal for 75 years revealed that 
they never bothered looking into Myopericarditis 
rates in young people. In the documents released, 
Pfizer only looked at adults and most side effects 
were not considered to be vaccine-related unless 
they occurred within 24 hours, whereas on average, 
Myocarditis typically presents within 1-4 days. (see 
JAMA article by Oster et al, Jan 25, 2022.)

Bill Gates Planning on “Catastrophic Contagion”,  
Capable of Killing Young Adults and Children

By Ethan Huff | NaturalNews.com

O
n Oct. 23, 2022, unbeknownst to many, billion-
aire eugenicist Bill Gates held another pandemic 
exercise called “Catastrophic Contagion”, working 

on future plans for another deadly disease 
that specifically targets young people and 
children.

In partnership with the World Health 
Organization (WHO) and the Johns 
Hopkins Center for Health Security, the 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation held the 
“pandemic tabletop exercise” at the Grand 
Challenges Annual Meeting in Brussels.

Similar to his infamous Event 201 pan-
demic exercise, (naturalnews.com/2020-
01-29-bill-gates-pandemic-exercise-corona-
virus.html) which announced the Wuhan 
coronavirus (Covid-19) scamdemic before 
it happened, the Catastrophic Contagion 
event centered around “a pandemic with a 
higher fatality rate than COVID-19 … dis-
proportionally affecting children and young 
people.”

Ten current and former “health min-
isters” and “senior public health officials” 
from Senegal, Rwanda, Nigeria, Angola, 
Liberia, Singapore, India, and Germany 
participated in the event alongside Gates. 
(Related: A U.S. patent shows (naturalnews.
com/2021-06-29-darpa-built-covid-help-
bill-gates-who.html) that Gates was direct-
ly involved in the creation of covid, as was the WHO and 
DARPA.)

We are told that each of these participants was pre-
sented with the potential scenario and asked how they 
would respond in terms of making “urgent policy deci-
sions with limited information in the face of uncertainty.”

“Each problem and choice had serious health, eco-
nomic, and social ramifications,” a document about the 
event states.

Gates wants more “laws and procedures” to put an 

end to freedom during the next plandemic
Gates has repeatedly talked about “lessons learned” 

from the covid plandemic, the suggestion being that next 
time — and there really does appear to be a next time 
already in the works — globalist leaders will have the 
opportunity to execute tyranny with more precision.

For instance, too much “misinformation” spread dur-
ing covid that led large numbers of people to say no to 
masks, social distancing, and the “vaccines.” This ham-
pered the plans of the globalists who intended for every-
one to obey without question.

The plan next time is to clamp down heavily on the 
flow of free speech to prevent all dissent and skepticism. 
Gates wants government officials to really crack down on 
all freedom during the next go-around to ensure that his 
depopulation goals are achieved.

“Countries should prioritize efforts to increase trust 
in government and public health; improve public health 
communication efforts; increase the resiliency of popu-
lations to misleading information; and reduce the spread 
of harmful misinformation,” the exercise documents 
explain.

“In future pandemics, we should contin-
ue to expect even more major disruptions 
from misinformation and disinformation.”

The WHO, it further states, should con-
tinue to be propped up as “a globally trusted 
source” for all information, which it should 
distribute “widely” around the world. This 
alone, however, will not be enough to stop 
the spread of “misinformation.”

“Countries need to collaborate to antic-
ipate that threat and prepare to combat it 
with their own laws and procedures,” the 
documents further state.

“Just as many types of economic and soci-
etal harms can be anticipated and account-
ed for in pandemic preparedness plans, 
so too can predictable false or mislead-
ing health messaging. Concertedly explor-
ing ways to address this phenomenon on a 
national level in advance of the next pan-
demic will be crucial to saving lives.”

In order for the next plandemic to work, 
in other words, the skeptics must be silenced. 
There cannot be any dissent allowed to pro-
liferate. All messaging and information must 
be totally controlled by the globalists, other-

wise it will fizzle out in the end.
“This is his bugbear / scare story to facilitate and cre-

ate a global biosecurity state,” wrote a commenter about 
how Gates “dominates the WHO,” which is right now 
seeming to create “a binding, trans-national agreement 
to require actual sovereign nation states to surrender 
power to it” with the infamous Pandemic Treaty.

Originally published at NaturalNews.com
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Continued from  p.6

Unprecedented Deaths of Children

Benefit-risk discussion slides from a 2021 CDC ACIP 
meeting.
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By John A. Manley

A
lways eager (and often amused) to see the 
other side of the story, I found a Forbes review 
(forbes.com/sites/brucelee/2022/11/22/new-died-

suddenly-film-pushes-unfounded-depopulation-claims-
about-covid-19-vaccine) of the new documentary Died 
Suddenly (redvoicemedia.com/2022/11/
world-premier-died-suddenly). It’s written by 
a man (at least, I assume so, it’s hard to know 
these days) named Bruce Lee who describes 
himself as a “digital health expert” (that’s 
someone who creates tech for big medicine).

Lee sums the film up as “a mish-mosh 
of clips, audio bytes, interviews, and other 
things often taken completely out of context 
and cooked together like a gigantic conspiracy 
theory frittata.”

Clever simile, but otherwise the article was 
lacking in any real criticism.

Lee claims, for example, that “you can’t 
really tell the identities of many of the people 
featured in the film since there is relatively 
little use of captions.” I don’t know which film 
he was watching. There was an abundance 
of captions and credits in Died Suddenly. If I remember 
correctly, only two embalmers had kept their identities 
hidden (because, I assume, they were concerned they, 
or their business, may also die suddenly for speaking 
out).

One rare piece of valid criticism in the 1500-word 
article was that “the film shows images of people falling 

over who didn’t actually end up dying.”
I, too, had spotted the clip of comedian Heather 

McDonald collapsing on stage (youtube.com/
watch?v=ctPViK3LK-o). She did survive the resulting 
cracked skull, but only because an ambulance was 
called and rushed her to the ER in time. Later, both she 
and her doctor attributed her collapse to her COVID-19 

injections.
Still, yes, I agree, it was misleading to use that clip 

under the “died suddenly” theme. Likewise, showing 
a clip of NBA Keyontae Johnson collapsing (but not 
dying) on the court (espn.com/mens-college-basketball/
story/_/id/30828219/florida-forward-keyontae-johnson-
collapse-unrelated-covid-19-family-says) prior to the 
vaccine roll out does hurt the film’s credibility.

Otherwise the Forbes article does not deny people 
are dying in record numbers or that these unknown 
massive fibrous clots are being extracted from their 

circulatory systems. The “digital health expert” simply 
argues that the fact these strange deaths have appeared 
in correlation with the roll-out of the vaccine is not proof 
of causation.

Lastly, Lee attacks producer Stew Peters for not being 
a “medical expert or some type of scientist.” No, Peters 
is a journalist. Journalists investigate. The author of the 

Forbes article should take note. He also says 
Peters is not being “nice” by suggesting that 
a genocidal serial killer should be hanging 
from a noose. Okay, so he’s not nice to 
psychopaths, big deal.

Lastly, I do agree with Bruce Lee that 
viewers of the one-hour film should not 
“expect to see much science suddenly.” The 
film presents facts and evidence (vaccinated 
people and their unborn babies are dying 
suddenly from strange clots) and presents a 
plausible theory (that maybe it’s the vaccine). 
The film, however, does not put that theory to 
the test or even provide analysis of the clots 
themselves. At one-hour and eight minutes 
the film appears to “end suddenly.” I assume 
a sequel is forthcoming.

But for an urgently needed documentary, 
I think Died Suddenly did a phenomenal job that should 
be viewed, discussed and shared with God’s speed. 
Because, as the funeral director suggests at the end of 
the film, the Devil is after us.

John C. A. Manley is the author of the full-length novel, 
Much Ado About Corona: Dystopian Love Story. He is 
currently working on the sequel, Brave New Normal, 
while living in Stratford Ontario, with his wife Nicole and 
son Jonah. You can find out more about his controversial 
work of fiction at MuchAdoAboutCorona.com.

By Jefferey Jaxen via TheHighwire.com

“Twitter once had a mission “to give everyone the 
power to create and share ideas and information 
instantly, without barriers.” Along the way, barriers 
nevertheless were erected.” -@bariweiss

P
art two of the Twitter Files release has just been 
set free on the platform by American journal-
ist Bari Weiss. The latest installment tells of a 

secret internal blacklist created by shadowy Twitter 
teams to “prevent disfavoured tweets from trend-
ing, and actively limit the visibility of entire accounts 
or even trending topics…without informing users.” 
writes Weiss.

Among those tagged by Twitter for removal 
was Great Barrington Declaration author Dr. Jay 
Bhattacharya.

Stanford’s Dr. Jay Bhattachar ya (@
DrJBhattacharya), a world-renowned scientist, had 
argued that Covid lockdowns would harm children. 
Twitter secretly placed him on a “Trends Blacklist,” 
which prevented his tweets from trending.

The three Great Barrington Declaration authors 
were also subject to a chilling, high-profile hit job 
from top government officials according to FOIA 
emails from October 2020.

A personal email from then-NIH director Francis 
Collins to Dr. Fauci during The Declaration’s public 
rollout in October of 2020 saw the pair scrambling to 
censor the three ‘fringe epidemiologists’ as Collins 
referred to them at the time.

”There needs to be a quick and devastating pub-
lished take down of its premises,” Dr. Collins wrote. 
“Is it underway?” he asked on October 8, 2020 — four 
days after The Declaration was published publicly.

According to further ‘Twitter Files’ posts by Weiss, 
other accounts were also tagged along a select politi-
cal spectrum by Twitter’s internal censorship activi-
ties despite denials by the platform’s leadership.

What has been known until now as ‘shadow ban-
ning’ was called ‘visual filtering’ behind closed doors 
at Twitter, reports Weiss. It appears that Twitter lead-
ership up to CEO Jack Dorsey ran cover for these 
teams and their operations as evidenced by his 2018 
tweet: “We do rank tweets by default to make Twitter 
more immediately relevant (which can be f lipped 
off). More on ranking signals:”

All these censorship-based decisions were made 
by the shadowy Twitter teams without the input or 
knowledge of users.

“Censorship was used to create an illusion of consen-
sus” -Dr. Jay Bhattacharya

REVEALED: Twitter’s Secret Blacklist

Died Suddenly: A Gigantic 
Conspiracy Theory Frittata? Leaked image from Twitter’s backend

University of North Carolina institutional Biosafety 
Committee. This gain-of-function research was 
supported by NIH and NIAID grants to Ecohealth 
Alliance, Inc. from 2014–2017 and the National Natural 
Science Foundation of China.

Fact: Nanocircuits capable of in-vivo assembly are 
not mere science fiction. In the recently published 
textbook, Tunable Hydrogels (2021), material 
scientists and synthetic biologists detailed the use of 
environmentally sensitive polymeric nanosystems in 
medicine. These are biocompatible substances that 
can encapsulate and release drugs into the body in 
a controlled manner. They can be thermos-, photo-
, electromagnetic, pH, or biomolecule responsive. 
Genetically engineered hydrogels were especially 
praised for their versatility and programmability.

See Advances in Biochemical Eng./Biotechnology 
(Volume 178, ISBN: 978-3-030-76768-6).

Fact: Embalmers across North America, Australia, 
and Europe have found long, white, fibrous, clots 
within 50% to 70% of corpses. The clots are significantly 
lacking in magnesium, potassium, and iron, suggesting 
that, unlike normal post-mortem clots, they were not 
composed of blood.

Fact:  Biological warfare epidemiologist Dr. Meryl 
Nass, international human rights lawyer Dr. Francis 
Boyle, previous Pfizer CEO Dr. Michael Yeadon, 
Cambridge University graduate and pathologist 
Dr. Roger Hodkinson, and the Great Barrington 
Declaration signatories: each are among the plethora 
of scientific, medical and legal professionals that 
disagree with the official Covid-19 narrative. They 
have all been censored and many attempts have been 
made to discredit them.

Facts Become Fiction, Fiction Becomes Fact
Continued from p.4
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By Timm Stein

T
here’s a lot of talk about vaccines, their effectiveness, 
their toxicity, and the associated health risks. But are 
vaccines actually justified? A common opinion is 

that vaccines are a medical miracle that protect the human 
body from a variety of viruses that apparently roam planet 
Earth. For that reason, a multitude of vaccines 
are regularly and continuously injected into 
human beings starting in infancy. This article 
explores the common claim that pathogenic 
(which means disease-causing) viruses exist. 
Where did this claim originate? What is the 
definition of a virus? And if it can be shown 
that no virus has ever been proven to exist, 
would that perhaps destroy the entire basis of 
the pharmaceutical industry and the corrupt 
medical establishment? Who would benefit 
from that? We all would.

By now it should be clear to most readers 
that the pharmaceutical industry needs 
continuously unhealthy human beings to 
remain profitable. A healthy human being 
does not generate any profit for Big Pharma, 
which in turn means that most physicians 
can’t get paid and become redundant. A large 
percentage of regular visits to family doctors 
is made up of people that show symptoms 
such as cough, fever, sneezing, runny nose, fatigue, and 
skin rashes. The physician compares that to what he 
or she was told in medical school and then writes a 
prescription for medications that will supposedly help 
ease the symptoms. Often, the diagnosis is something 
along the lines of “you have a viral infection”, or “you 
caught the flu virus that’s going around.” What if that 
was complete nonsense? What if you were fully capable 
of healing your own body if you only listened to it? 
The human body is a magnificent, biological system of 
complex processes that all work flawlessly together, and in 
harmony with millions of bacteria. Problems only start to 
occur when there is intervention from the outside through 
toxic medications, processed foods, toxic substances such 
as sugar, alcohol and caffeine, and also viruses. Hmm, 
let’s take a closer look at viruses.

The Latin term “virus” means poison. That is its 
definition. It was used by scientists working under Louis 
Pasteur (who committed scientific fraud) in the 19th 
century to classify material that could not be classified 
as bacteria. The thought process  was that if it can’t be 
classified as bacteria, then it must be another single 
organism that causes disease. It was never even considered 
that the symptoms may not be a disease at all, but instead 
a normal biological process within the body. In June of 
1954, a dubious publication suggested that the death of 
a tissue sample within a test tube was seen as possible 
evidence for the presence of a virus. On December 
10, 1954, the author of this publication [John Franklin 
Enders] was awarded the Nobel Prize for Medicine, and 
subsequently this questionable theory became scientific 
fact and dogma. To this day, nobody has been allowed 
to question this theory. What scientific principles and 
control experiments was that publication in 1954 based 
on? A true scientist must abide by scientific principles and 
rules of scientific conduct, including control experiments.

But what are control experiments? In the lab, virologists 

(scientists that investigate viruses) prepare a sample by 
first removing nutrients, which the cells depend on, and 
then adding toxic antibiotics. They do this, they claim, in 
order to make the cells “hungry” so that they absorb the 
alleged virus more easily, and to exclude the possibility that 
bacteria could cause the death of the sample.It should be 
noted that at this point the sample has been tremendously 

weakened and poisoned. In the next step, virologists add 
a sample (usually blood or saliva) taken from an allegedly 
infected individual. The subsequent death of the initial, 
sterilized sample (the so-called cytopathic effect) is then 
proclaimed to have been caused by the alleged virus. 
However, no virologist has bothered to complete an 
experiment in parallel, in which no blood or saliva from 
an allegedly infected individual is added, for the sole 
purpose of ruling out that it was not the antibiotics, for 
example, that caused the death of the initial sample. That 
is what a control experiment is. Dr. Stefan Lanka recently 
performed these control experiments and confirmed 
that the initial sample dies in the same manner when not 
injected with an allegedly infected sample. As a result, 
the concept of virology has been entirely dismantled. 
This has since been confirmed by other, independent 
laboratories and scientists around the world. Even Dr. 
Michael Yeadon, former Vice President and Chief Science 
Officer of Pfizer, has concluded that respiratory (which 
means “affecting your airways”) viruses have not been 
proven to exist. There is an abundance of documented 
evidence and testimony that no virology lab has ever 
conducted the required control experiments. Why not? 
For one, virologists never questioned the dogma after 
the wrongful award of the Nobel Prize for Medicine. In 
addition, virologists have claimed that it would be too 
expensive to conduct such control experiments.

At this point, it should be mentioned that this mixture 
of dying material, toxic antibiotics, bovine fetal serum 
(a substance that is sourced from the blood of unborn 
calves at the slaughterhouse, which is highly unethical, 
excruciatingly painful for the unborn calf and the cow and 
leads to the death of both) is also used as “live” vaccine 
that allegedly contains “weakened” virus.

Aluminum, mercury and formaldehyde are often 
added. These are highly toxic substances! If such a vaccine 
was to be injected directly into the bloodstream instead of 
the muscle tissue, a child would die immediately because 
the body would not be able to cope with the poisoning.

But then how are virologists able to determine the 
genetic sequence (the gene footprint) of an alleged virus? 

They ask a computer to invent it for them. A simple 
analogy to what virologists perform in their labs is the 
following: imagine that you would find a hoof and a horn 
somewhere in the forest. You would tell your computer 
that you have a hoof and a horn, and then you would 
ask your computer to fill in the gaps that are missing 
between the hoof and the horn (this is what virologists 

call “alignment”; it is literally the making up 
of material that is not there). Your computer 
then tells you that the hoof and the horn are 
most likely from a unicorn. And on top of it, 
your computer presents you with a beautiful 
image of a unicorn. You now take this as 
scientific proof that unicorns exist. Sounds 
rather unscientific, doesn’t it?

But then how do virologists know 
what a virus looks like? They don’t. 
Electron microscopes are not capable 
of taking photographs. They only show a 
single snapshot of dying tissue and cells 
at one specific moment in time.Electron 
microscopes are not like optical microscopes 
where a sample can be observed in real-
time. The images you have been shown on 
tv and in magazines are computer-generated 
3D images and do not reflect any real tissue 
samples, germs, or cells. Like so many other 
things, it has likely all been a lie. From HIV to 

Polio, Hepatitis, Measles, Rabies, and all others. (spoiler: 
even the so-called Tetanus pathogen (germ) has never 
been proven to exist)

Where does that leave you? I hope with many questions 
and a thirst for more information. The book Virus Mania 
referenced below is a great read! But wait, we still have 
one important question:

But then what makes me sick? That is a great question, 
and to fully understand the answer we have to really step 
out of the concept of “sickness”. That kind of language is 
rather negative and drags us down even further. We are 
led to believe that whenever we experience a headache, 
fatigue, fever, sneezing, runny nose, or a cough, we should 
feel afraid, helpless and confused, and we should take 
medications and seek the opinion of a physician, who 
will often give us more medications. Instead, once you 
understand that each “symptom” you experience is part of 
a preprogrammed, inner biological detoxification process 
that is closely tied to your brain and your mind, your 
perception of “disease” completely changes, and even 
deeply negative terms such as “incurable” and “malignant” 
lose their destructive effect. Dr. Ryke Geerd Hamer made 
important observations in 1981 and pioneered what is 
known as Universal Biology or New Germanic Medicine. 
Once you start listening to your body and understand 
how it functions, and once you understand how each of 
these processes has a natural, biological reason, you will 
lose the fear and likely ditch the flawed Western medicine 
model for good. The book Universal Biology referenced 
below is a great introduction. More in-depth knowledge 
should be discussed in a future article.

References:
The Virus Misconception Parts 1-3, Dr. Stefan Lanka, 
Wissenschaffftplus Magazin, 01/2020.
Virus Mania, Torsten Engelbrecht, Dr. Claus Köhnlein, Dr. 
Samantha Bailey, Dr. Stefano Scoglio, 3rd English Edition, 
2021.
Universal Biology, 2021, Praxis Neue Medizin Verlag, 
Giuliana Lüssi.
The Private Science of Louis Pasteur, 1995, Princeton 
University Press, Gerald L. Geison.

Do Viruses Even Exist?

Good News Tidbits
• A US judge approved a multimillion-dollar settlement on December 19 for workers who were fired by 

an Illinois healthcare system for refusing to get a COVID-19 vaccine. About 500 workers who were 
terminated or, after seeing their exemption requests denied, got a COVID-19 vaccine, will receive 
compensation as part of the $10.3 million settlement.

• Alberta Premier Danielle Smith commits to banning K-12 school mask mandates

• New York Supreme Court reinstates all employees fired for being unvaccinated and orders back 
pay since, as the ruling put it, “being vaccinated does not prevent an individual from contracting or 
transmitting COVID-19”

• Ontario parents are getting off the COVID-19 vaccine treadmill! Less than 1% of Ontario toddlers (6 
mos-5 years old) received their first dose during their first week of eligibility, representing a 92% 
drop in uptake when compared to other under-age cohorts.

• An Australian COVID poll with more than 50,000 respondents finds that more than half of respondents 
said they regret getting vaccinated.

• Twitter reinstates the accounts of medical freedom advocates Dr. Robert Malone & Dr. Peter 
McCullough along with numerous other previously censored voices.

Send us your favorite good news tidbits (editor@druthers.net) for consideration in this new section.

Websites of Interest
Please note, these websites are provided as sources of 

alternative information. Druthers does not necessarily agree 
with all material found on these sites. Please use your own 

discretion, yet keep an open mind. Explore and analyze 
information and evidence with us.  

You can visit druthers.net to get in touch.
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By Ray Vahey | BitChuite.com

T
wo years ago, BitChute became 
the target of an activist group that 
attempted to shut us down by 

pressuring our suppliers. As a result, we 
lost some server hosting, our office space, 
and other suppliers. We also lost our bank 
account with HSBC. A bank account we 
had held in good standing and without any 
issues since we launched in 2017.

We initially tried to open a new account 
with a different bank and transfer our 
money. However, the new bank rejected us 
just as the funds had reached them. Our 
money was returned to HSBC, but we could 
no longer access it, and even today, we still 
have not retrieved our money from HSBC.

In August 2021, after failing to get a resolution 
through the HSBC complaints process, we requested 
arbitration through the UK’s banking Ombudsman. We 
were informed of a long wait due to Covid, which had 
resulted in many bank-related problems for businesses. 
It wouldn’t be until November 2022 that our case would 

be assigned.
Since arbitration started we have provided many 

details including the bank account where HSBC could 
send our money. Within a week of handing over that 
information, that new bank account was suspended 
without notice. We informed the Ombudsman that we 
do not want to give HSBC additional bank accounts and 

prefer any transfer from HSBC use a third 
party such as escrow, even a bag of cash 
would do. A necessary action that will 
likely lengthen the process.
It’s happening again...

That happened 19 days ago, (more by 
the time you read this) and we still have 
not been able to get our money from that 
bank even though we have informed them 
that we need it urgently to pay bills. It’s not 
clear for what reason they are keeping it.

Now, nearly at the end of 2022, two 
different banks have our money, HSBC 
has held it for almost two years.
About us

BitChute is a politically neutral 
company that has a diverse community 

of interests and backgrounds. We require 
that users only upload legal content that 
complies with our terms and community 
guidelines, and we have a team of support 
staff that ensure that is the case.

BitChute is pro freedom of expression, 
a universal human right. Furthermore, 
censorship and deplatforming are poor 
ways to tackle societal problems as 
they merely create echo chambers that 
can lead to bigger problems in the long 
run. It is important to allow people to 
express all ideas as this exposes them to 
immediate opposition and allows for a 
public deconstruction of any flaws they 
may contain. If you are against bigotry or 
racism or hateful ideologies, you should be 
for freedom of expression.

“Reputational risk”
In recent years financial institutions have been 

using “reputational risk” to stealthily engage in political 
discrimination. If a financial institution takes action 
against a lawful company for its commitment to freedom 
of expression, that should be a very real reputational 
and material risk for the financial institution.

The idea that people or companies can be excluded 
from the monetary system and have their assets frozen 
over an opinion or lawful actions is despicable. This 
discrimination must be wholeheartedly rejected if we 
are to keep free and open societies.

Please spread the word about the unfairness of 
this, and share this anywhere you can. Let content 
creators know this is a worthy topic for a video. If 
you would like to contact HSBC about this or for 
any reason you can find their contact details here: 
https://www.hsbc.co.uk/contact/

I wish you all and your loved ones a very Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year and any other 
holiday you might celebrate.

Ray Vahey — BitChute Founder and Chief Executive
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By Stop World Control

U
nprecedented civil uprising is occurring in 
China. The government had locked 
citizens in their apartments and 

welded the doors shut. Nobody could get 
out. When fire broke out in an apartment, 
the people couldn’t escape, as the doors 
were welded, and all the people living 
in the apartment were burned alive — 
including children. “For your safety!”

Many Chinese people starve to death 
from being shut in their homes, with 
barred doors, for months on end — up to 
90 days! No shopping for food allowed. No 
social contact allowed. No walks allowed. 
Total imprisonment. “For your safety!”

Millions have been imprisoned in 
quarantine camps for months — no way 
out. Toddlers are being kidnapped from 
their parents and locked up in camps. 
Millions suffer inside these small cabins, 
with only one tiny window — no social 
contact. “For your safety!”

This extreme tyranny is at last igniting 
massive awakening and revolts in China. 
We have to understand that revolting in China is almost 
unheard of, as the population is so brainwashed. This 
has caused the CCP to push its limits as to what kind 
of torture they can inflict on their people... and they 

went too far.
Western journalists from The China Show (https://

www.youtube.com/@TheChinaShow) who have been 

living in China for years, and know China’s culture 
inside out, state that nothing like this has EVER 
occurred in all of China’s history. This is much greater 
than all protests in the past. It’s a sign of something 
BIG!

The revolution is exploding all over China: in big 
cities and small villages, in universities and low-
grade schools. Officials are being kidnapped from 

government buildings, the people’s 
liberation army has been deployed, and 
police stations are being attacked… this 
is a sign of a major shift in the minds of 
the Chinese people.

The local experts from The China 
Show explain that many unprecedented 
events are happening. For example, 
when people are arrested by Chinese 
police, usually the surrounding citizens 
step back and allow it to happen — to 
save themselves. Now, to the surprise of 
these journalists, the crowd is fighting 
the police and military, and dragging 
the detainees out of their hands. That’s 
unheard of in China.

In the powerful documentary 
REVOLUTION you can see how the 
Chinese people rescue a man from 
the hands of the police. This signals a 
critical change in the Chinese people. 
Everybody has reached the point 
where they have nothing left to lose - 

and are rising up in power. 
You can view the documentary here: https://youtu.

be/vPRDLqggwQU

Originally published at stopworldcontrol.com

The Revolution is Exploding All Over China

BitChute Video Streaming Platform Under Attack by Big BanksBitChute Video Streaming Platform Under Attack by Big Banks
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By Chris Weisdorf

Y
es, I know what you’re thinking: the courts cannot 
be trusted to do the right thing. Over the past 34 
months, they’ve failed miserably to protect our 

most basic- and previously cherished- rights. They’ve 
cast aside our lives, liberty and property in favour 
of “legislative supremacy” and our newly cherished 
scientific dictatorship. And they’ve failed to uphold 
the supreme law of Canada: our Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms. To quote ‘Henry Hill’ from Goodfellas (1990): 
“This is the Bad Time.”

Our legal and political system fell into a trap very early 
on and delegated all of its powers to “the experts”. The 
politicians, our legal representatives, 
deferred to these so-called experts 
and their unchallenged doomsday 
projections. Our courts also deferred 
to the same experts, starting with 
the Supreme Court of the United 
States at the end of May 2020.

In effect, the legislative and 
judicial branches of our government 
concentrated all of their powers into 
the executive branch. Back in 1788, 
the Founding Fathers of the United 
States called this concentration of 
power- the elimination of what is 
known as the Separation of Powers- 
the very definition of tyranny.

So, is all hope lost?
To answer in three words: No. 

No. And NO.
 Whether a narcissist, a 

sociopath, even a psychopath, when 
the abuser oppresses and brutalizes 
one or many, there can only be one 
response: hit them back. And since 
this is a war, be it the first non-
shooting war in human history, the 
battlefield is not in the streets or the 
fields. It is in our minds. That means we must hit back 
with words, audio and with video. We must win hearts 
and minds with reason, emotion and passion. That 
means your (former) friends, family, neighbours and 
co-workers. One at a time.

 The fact is, the evidence and the law are stacked in 
our favour, and they always have been. Unfortunately, 
the legal profession is very specialized and 
any legitimate, dissenting experts have 
been bullied and intimidated into silence. 
A ruinous combination when attempting to 
make a case against the greatest scientific, 
medical and accounting fraud in human 
history. Read: constitutional lawyers 
cannot argue a personal injury or medical 
malpractice case, and a cardiologist 
cannot give an expert opinion on masks or 
lockdowns.

“Everyone has a plan until they get punched in the 
face.” ~ Mike Tyson

Who remembers the very first business owner who 
challenged the lockdowns? The first business owner 
in the history of North America to ever be arrested 
for violating a public health order? That would be 
Adam Skelly and his Adamson Barbecue restaurants 
in Toronto in November 2020. He was the only one who 
stood up and Just Said NO. He had no plan. He didn’t 
consult any lawyers- and even if he had, no one could 
have predicted what would happen next.

 The City of Toronto and the Government of Ontario 
ganged up on Adam and came down on him like ten 
tonnes of bricks. Six, separate legal proceedings were 
brought down heavily on top of his head, his business 
and his family.

He was heavily ticketed under the Reopening Ontario 
Act (ROA) for defying the lockdown. He then received 
an HPPA section 22 order made by Toronto’s Medical 
Officer of Health (MOH). When those failed, the MOH 
illegally seized Adam’s Etobicoke location without a 
court order, as required by law. 253 police officers 
with cavalry descended upon his Barbecue Rebellion, 
arrested him and threw him into prison for a day and 
a half. He was charged under the federal Criminal 

Code for trespassing on his own property, mischief 
on his own property (for breaking into his restaurant 
premises), and obstructing a peace officer due to his 
defiance.

They didn’t stop there. The Government of Ontario 
then piled on and obtained an injunction under section 
9 of the ROA. The City of Toronto provided notice they 

would sue Adam to collect the $187,000 of costs used to 
call the police on him for daring to assert his Charter 
rights. They followed up on that threat and sued him 
the following fall.

The cherry on top was the City going after both Adam, 
and his father as the property owner, for operating 
his Leaside location without a business licence. Left 
unmentioned, of course, was how there were many 
businesses caught in a regulatory lurch as created by 
the City under the previous licensing regime and the 
one that was to replace it. It was cheaper to simply pay 
$300 in fines every year for three years than to pay many 

times as much to have legal counsel specializing in 
municipal and administrative law to attempt to resolve 
the matter. Many opted for the former.

 That stack of tickets, at last view, was literally the 
thickness of a phone book. By-law enforcement vehicles 
would sit parked outside his Leaside location to ticket 
him daily- even as he was out of province for several 
months.

 Adam was the very first person to be brutalized by 
the tyrannical COVID regime and to personally fall prey 
to the narrative, which is referred to here as the Great 
Lie. This is a critically important point, without which 
sanity, fairness, justice and the rule of law would have 
long been restored.

 All other arrests, persecutions 
and bail conditions of pastors, 
business owners and Trucker Convoy 
participants followed the Adam 
Skelly template and precedent.

 The Great Lie was officially 
sanctioned by the Supreme Court 
of the United States on May 29, 
2020, in the South Bay Pentecostal 
Church v. Newsom case which held, 
in a 5-4 decision, that COVID-19 is a 
deadly pandemic caused by a novel 
coronavirus with no cure, that can be 
spread by completely healthy people 
with no symptoms. The experts, they 
held, could not be “second-guessed” 
by an “unelected federal judiciary”.

The rest of the courts all across 
North America, including the 
Ontario Court of Appeal, took 
“judicial notice” that COVID is the 
deadliest pandemic in a century, 
that no lasting immunity could be 
formed against it, and that “variants 
of concern” would constantly 
develop to evade immunity and any 
lasting treatment.

 “Don’t try to be a great man. Just be a man, and let 
history make its own judgements.”

-Star Trek: First Contact (1996)
Adam Skelly has called out the Great Lie and done 

the legal equivalent of shouting it from the rooftops. 
Every tenet has been challenged, which includes all 
of the above, along with RT-PCR testing accuracy and 

validity, asymptomatic transmission and 
retransmission, the total lack of efficacy of 
the lockdowns and no cost-benefit analyses 
ever performed, the statistical lies used to 
classify and re-classify COVID “cases”, and 
the fact that reasonable alternatives to 
emergency measures exist, and have long 
existed.

That last point is absolutely critical, for 
if any reasonable alternatives to emergency 
measures exist, emergency measures may 

not be invoked. At all. And any existing measures must 
be repealed at once. These provisions exist in provincial 
law for Ontario in the EMCPA and ROA, federal law in 
the Quarantine Act, and federal United States Code for 
the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for medical 
products. These reasonable alternatives include 
hydroxychloroquine and zinc, ivermectin, vitamin D 
and focused protection of the vulnerable population.

Adam’s challenge against the Reopening Ontario Act 
is the only lawsuit on the continent which demonstrates 
the longtime existence of reasonable alternatives to 
COVID measures, with six experts in their respective 
fields submitting reports to that effect and addressing 
many other points. This was back in April/May of 2021. 
The government cannot ever plead ignorance and say 
that they never knew “back then”.

The Great Lie must be called out at every opportunity 
in every forum, be it legal, political, medical, or scientific. 
Shout it off the rooftops. Don’t ever let them forget it. 
Don’t ever let up.

Join us. Resist. NEVER GIVE IN.
 
Please visit our federally-registered non-profit 

Concerned Constituents of Canada’s website at https://
www.cccan.org to see the Adamson Barbecue v. Ontario 
lawsuit and expert evidence for yourselves, and contribute 
directly via e-transfer to our effort at ccoc4freedom@
protonmail.com

 
Disclaimer: the author is not a lawyer, paralegal, or 
licensee of any law society and none of this is intended 
to provide or may be construed as legal advice. Please 
retain a licensed, legal professional to properly obtain legal 
advice.

Calling Out and Crushing “The Great Lie” in Court

By Pat and Jashelle Kitcheman,  
and Jason and Michelle Reay

W
e are writing this in response to the article 
“Observations From a Canadian Visiting 
Nicaragua” in your November, 2022 issue. Our 

family has spent a significant amount of time in Latin 
America. We aren’t resort go-ers. I can only assume that 
Chris (who wrote the article) is living in a posh ex-pat 
community in Nicaragua.

The lack of crime, police presence and lack of audible 
sirens is likely due to the fact that everyone is afraid of the 
police and the Ortega Regime.

Nicaragua had their own freedom protests in 2018 like 
we had in February. People protesting the erosion of their 
civil rights. Theirs ended up with over 2000 wounded and 

roughly 330 dead at the hands of the police and armed 
government groups. The police subsequently hunted 
down any political opponents and jailed them. The 
government has no real opposition.

No one is living in tents… in my touristy neighborhood.
If the government owns all the land, and can simply 

give it to whoever needs it, what happens when that 
government decides not to?

The more we discuss it, it sounds more and more like 
a failed socialist society. People expect their needs to 
be met, the government has absolute power, and if you 
disagree you will end up in the gulag for months being 
tortured.

Search “Nicaragua human rights” in your preferred 
search engine and make your own conclusions.

The wildlife is beautiful, we can’t discredit that.

Reader Response: Some Different 
Observations of Nicaragua

In effect, the legislative and judicial 

branches of our government concentrated 

all of their powers  

into the executive branch
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Absurdity Observer
Some Of The Most Absurd Things That Have Happened In Recent Weeks

Note: Please do not leave Druthers inside the newspaper boxes of other newspapers. As well, any inserts found in this paper are not endorsed by Druthers.

• Canada disposed of a staggering $1 billion worth 
of COVID-19 vaccines in December 2022, on top 
of tens of millions of other doses that have already 
expired, according to the Auditor General. Signing 
advanced purchase agreements with a number of 
pharmaceutical companies was cited as the main 
reason.

• In a vaccine promotion video aimed at children 
released days before Christmas, Canada’s Chief Public 
Health Officer Theresa Tam spoke with Mrs. Claus over 
video chat. In the video, Mrs. Claus claimed that she 
and Santa received both their COVID-19 boosters and 
their flu shots. Mrs. Claus then recommended 
all children get their vaccinations and wear 
a mask in crowded indoor places to stay safe. 
Meanwhile, in the US, NIAID director Dr. Fauci 
claims in an interview with CNN that they 
“vaccinated Santa Claus.”

• The CDC’s recently released “V-safe” data 
reveals that 800,000 vaccine recipients, 7% of 
all recipients in the database, sought medical 
care for side effects. 

• Chiropractor becomes the first person charged 
under the COVID-19 false claims law. The FTC 
fined Chiropractor Eric Nepute $437,920 USD 
for violating the recently legislated “COVID-19 
Consumer Protection Act,” for the crime of selling 
Vitamin D, Zinc and other vitamins, claiming 
they are immunity boosters that may treat or 
prevent COVID-19.

• San Francisco Police department asked 
officials to approve of police being able to 
deploy killer robots in extreme situations. 
While officials originally voted in favour of it, San 
Francisco officials reversed their decision after a 
public outcry against the policy.

• French fashion house Balenciaga released (and later 
pulled) an ad campaign featuring children holding 
teddy bears dressed in BDSM attire. Some photos 
also featured child sexual abuse documents. While the 
company is still selling the bondage teddy bears, the 
company did pull the ad and claimed they: “sincerely 
apologize for any offence our holiday campaign may 
have caused.”

• It’s a crime to feed and clothe the homeless without a 
permit, the City of Oshawa told a group of community 
volunteers. The Ontario city’s by-law enforcement 
division fined the organizer for putting together 
“Christmas Stockings for the Homeless” at the city’s 
downtown Memorial Park. The event was hosted by 
Communities for Freedom, an association of friends 
who met during the Freedom Convoy and wanted to 
help rebuild their community.

• After years of speculation, the weed killer Paraquat 
has officially been linked to a significantly increased 
risk of developing Parkinson’s Disease, and the 
manufacturer knew about it for years. Newly 
uncovered documents show that the Swiss chemical 
giant Syngenta has known about the potential dangers 
of their product since at least 2013, when a study found 
that exposure to this herbicide doubled the risk of 
developing Parkinson’s disease. The US is still using 
this toxic chemical and many are asking: where is the 
EPA?

• FDA says telling people not to take ivermectin for 
covid-19 was just “a recommendation” government 
lawyers argued during a recent civil suit hearing. Yet, 
in 2021 the FDA tweeted ”You are not a horse. You are 
not a cow. Seriously, y’all. Stop it.” With a link to their 
page on why ivermectin is not an approved treatment. 
Plaintiffs in the case include Dr. Paul Marik, the doctor 
who wrote the Critical Care Medicine textbook for 
med students, who began utilizing ivermectin in 
his COVID-19 treatment protocol in 2020 while he 
was chief of pulmonary and critical care medicine 
at Eastern Virginia Medical School and director of 

the intensive care unit at Sentara Norfolk General 
Hospital. After the FDA’s statements, Marik was told 
to remove the protocol from the school’s servers while 
Sentara issued a memorandum to hospitals telling 
them to stop using ivermectin against COVID-19, with 
a citation to the FDA.

• Apple restricted AirDrop (a tool widely used by 
Chinese protesters) in China right before the largest 
anti-lockdown uprisings. The largest protest in more 
than 30 years rocked China as hundreds of thousands 
of demonstrators across the country filled the streets 
to denounce Beijing’s zero-COVID quarantine and 
testing policies. The restriction is said to have harmed 
much of the organizational efforts of demonstrators 
protesting against the CCP’s lockdown.

• YouTube announces that, since introducing their 
COVID-19 “guidance” last year, they have challenged 
11.72 million accounts, suspended 11,230 accounts, 
and removed over 97,647 videos worldwide as of 
September 2020 in accordance with their COVID-19 
policy.

• The European Union declares that they will be 
banning Twitter for all of Europe unless they 
“moderate” their content per a new act they just 
created, “The Digital Services Act.” According to the 
EU’s website, this act was put in place “to create a safer 
digital space” and to “establish a level playing field for 
businesses.”

• New York Times’ “Coronavirus in the US: Latest Map 

and Case Count” data reveal that the top 10 most 
vaccinated states (averaging 82% vaccine uptake, 
versus the US national average of 68%) experienced 
34% more coronavirus deaths compared to the 10 
least vaccinated states.

• Data from the Society of Actuaries (SOA) 2021 Group 
Life Insurance Survey (Presented by the Humanity 
Project) shows that the age group 25-64 of the group 
life policyholders suddenly experienced 40% excess 
mortality, compared to 32% in the general population. 
In short, a far healthier subset of the population 
suddenly died at a higher rate than the general 

population. Millennials were particularly hit hard. 
At the time the vaccine mandates ramped up (the 
third quarter of 2021), millennials experienced 
84% excess deaths.

• A new study published in iScience on Dec 22, 
2022, titled “Skewed fate and hematopoiesis of 
CD34+ HSPCs in umbilical cord blood amid the 
COVID-19 pandemic” (Estep et al). finds that stem 
cell founders (HSPCs) and blood cell production in 
umbilical cord blood dramatically reduced 4-fold 
in vaccinated participants. Even more shockingly, 
the drop gets more dramatic with time, with the 
decline continuing during the entire gestation period.

• FDA authorizes a new COVID-19 vaccine for 
babies 6 months and older without any safety data 
from a clinical trial of this vaccine.

• Meta/Facebook trained an AI on 48 million science 
papers and released it to the public, but shut the AI 
down after 2 days because, according to Meta, it 
“spewed misinformation” and made anti-vaccine 
claims. Almost as soon as it hit the web, users 
questioned the AI with all sorts of hardball scientific 
questions, with the AI at one point responding 

“vaccines do cause autism.”

• According to the US disability database, since May 
2021, shortly after the Covid shots were deployed, 
the overall U.S. population has experienced an 11% 
increase in disabilities. The employed — which is 
about 98 million out of a total population of about 
320 million — experienced a 26% increased rate of 
disability.

• After a deceiving CDC study came out claiming 
masks work, a new study shows the CDC cherry-
picked their own data. In an article published in the 
Journal of Infection titled “Lack of Correlation between 
school mask mandates and paediatric COVID-19 cases 
in a large cohort” (Chandra et al), the authors wrote: 
“In summary, expanding upon a widely cited CDC 
study, and employing the same methodology but with 
a larger, more representative dataset over a longer time 
period, we fail to find the same evidence that school 
mask mandates are associated with a reduction in 
county pediatric COVID-19 cases. We demonstrate how 
observational studies can be misleading when used to 
guide public health policy.”

• While Ontario, and much of Canada, imposed strict 
stay-at-home orders on Canadians during the COVID 
plandemic, a new study published in the American 
Journal of Preventive Medicine (Young et al) found that 
exercise, in almost any amount, reduced people’s 
risks of being hospitalized or dying of COVID.


